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Abstract

OCR is an error�prone process when input images are degraded� Most current OCR
techniques use linguistic information such as character n�grams or dictionaries to postprocess
character recognition results� These methods essentially discard the input image after the
character recognition is complete� This paper proposes a new technique for improving the
performance of an OCR system that uses information about equivalent word images inside
a document� Words that are repeated inside a document are grouped into clusters by an
image matching algorithm� The decisions of an OCR algorithm about the identities of those
words are used to generate a common recognition result for each of the original word images�
This technique thus combines information from the document image �word image clusters�
with recognition results to correct errors made by OCR systems on di�erent instances of
the same word� Experimental results are presented that show about ��� of the words in a
document are repeated two or more times� A clustering algorithm is able to reliable locate
a large percentage of these words in the presence of noise� Experiments on images degraded
with uniform noise show that the correct rate of a commercial OCR system can be improved
from �	� to 	
� on the words in those clusters� An error analysis is given that shows with
further development correct rates in the 	��� range are achievable�
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� Introduction

The objective of visual text recognition is to transform an arbitrary image of text into its

symbolic equivalent correctly� Given a high quality text page� current commercial document

recognition systems can recognize the words on the page at a high correct rate	
�� ��� ����

However� given a degraded text page� such as a multiple�generation photocopy or facsimile�

their performance usually drops abruptly	
�� ����

Figure � 	a is a fragment of text extracted from a degraded journal page� Such an image

can be read correctly by a human but the OCR system makes a signi�cant number of mistakes�

The recognition results generated by a commercial OCR system are also shown in the same

�gure� Figure � 	b shows the OCR result without using the built�in dictionary and Figure � 	c

is the result with the dictionary�

(a). Text Block (b). OCR without
      postprocessing

(c). OCR with
      postprocessing

Figure �� A fragment of text and its OCR results 	with and without using a dictionary
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WImg.0007 ie die

WImg.0012 prcect protect

WImg.0016 Angolarl Angolarl

WImg.0023 attaclced attacked

WImg.0039 Aica’s Aica’s

WImg.0042 list list

WImg.0102 aw apt

WImg.0054 m m

WImg.0061 Angda Angola

WImg.0065 boin Coin

WImg.0069 sucb such

WImg.0071 11efense defense

WImg.0077 chlef chief

WImg.0090 ard arid

WImg.0103 proach preach

Word    Image              OCR      OCR
    (no Dict.) (with Dict.)

Figure �� OCR performance example 	with or without using dictionary

OCR errors are supposed to be detected and corrected during contextual postprocessing�

Most postprocessing methods use linguistic knowledge sources to detect and correct potential

errors� Techniques such as character�n�gram�based relaxation� dictionary lookup and string

editing have been developed 	
�� �� ��� ��� ����

Figure � lists some word images and their OCR results with and without postprocessing�

For some word images� such as �WImg������� �WImg������� �WImg������ and �WImg�������

recognition results are not correct� By using the dictionary� some errors can be detected and
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corrected� However� for other word images in the �gure� lexical knowledge is not helpful either

to detect or to correct possible errors� For the word images �WImg������ and �WImg���	���

the errors were not detected� and therefore� were not corrected because the recognition results

are valid dictionary words� For other images like �WImg������� �WImg������� �WImg����	��

�WImg������ and �WImg������� recognition errors were detected because their postprocess�

ing results are di�erent from the original OCR results� But the decision words were chosen

incorrectly among several word candidates suggested by dictionary lookup and string editing�

In this paper a method for postprocessing OCR results is proposed that combines visual

inter�word constraints with OCR results� This approach is based on the following observations

about the linguistic and typographic characteristics of document pages and the performance of

OCR systems on degraded documents�

� In a text page� there are usually many occurrences of the same words� For example� in a

normal English text� many function words and content words occur repeatedly� Because

of the fact that the text on a given page is usually printed in a limited number of fonts�

images of the same word are usually very similar�

� If two word images are equivalent� their recognition results should be the same� However�

a commercial OCR often makes di�erent decisions on di�erent instances of the same

word� especially when the document page is seriously degraded 	see Figure �� This is

understandable since variations in local noise� which may have no signi�cant e�ect on

the overall shape of a word� do make character segmentation and character classi�cation

di�cult�
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Based on these observations� an algorithm is proposed that �rst locates clusters of equiv�

alent words in a document� A high accuracy is hypothesized for clustering since it uses global

characteristics of word images that are not a�ected by local noise� The decisions of the OCR

for the words in a cluster are then combined to generate a single consensus decision for these

words� This should compensate for the case where an OCR makes di�erent decisions on word

images that are the same�

arid

and

die

the

IMAGE OCR

mflitary

rnilitary

list

first

IMAGE OCR

Figure �� Inconsistency of OCR results

In the rest of this paper� we present the proposed approach� First� we discuss how to mea�

sure visual equivalence among word images through word image matching� Then� we describe

how visual word equivalence constraints are used to postprocess OCR results so that many OCR

errors can be detected and corrected� Then� some preliminary experimental results are reported�

Finally� conclusions and future directions are presented�
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� Image Equivalence and Word Image Clustering

The visual similarity between two binary images of the same size can be measured quantitatively

by how much the images match at the pixel level	
���� Let A and B be twom�n binary images�

Inside an image� ��� and ��� denote �black� and �white� pixel respectively� We measure visual

similarity between A and B as

r	A�B �

Pm
i

Pn
j 	Aij � Bij

Pm
i

Pn
j 	Aij � Bij

where ��� and ��� are and and or operators respectively� The higher the measurement r is�

the better two images match� When two images� A and B� are slightly di�erent in size� the

similarity between them can be de�ned by the maximal matching obtained if A is shifted over

B� By setting a proper threshold r�� we can de�ne that two word images are visually equivalent

if r	A�B � r��

Given a sequence of word images from a text page� the visual equivalence among the word

images can be computed by word image clustering	
���� After image clustering� images in the

same cluster are visually equivalent� After clustering the word images extracted from Figure ��

the clusters with multiple images are listed in Figure ��
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Cluster 0:

Cluster 1:

Cluster 2:

Cluster 3:

Cluster 4:

Cluster 5:

Cluster 6:

Cluster 7:

Cluster 8:

Cluster 9:

Cluster 10:

Cluster 11:

Figure �� Word Image Clustering

� Postprocessing OCR Output With Image Equivalence

The postprocessing method is applied to those word images that are equivalent to at least one

other image in an input document 	i�e� the images that occur in large clusters� This method

is not applicable to the other word images that are included in clusters by themselves�

Figure � is the outline of the algorithm for postprocessing� For a cluster� if there exists any

disagreements among the recognition results for the word images in that cluster� some of the

word images in the cluster have not been recognized correctly� After detecting a cluster with

such an inconsistency� the error correction step is applied to choose a single decision for all the

words in the cluster� There are several criteria for selecting the single decision� They are listed
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extract all word images from the text image�

word image clustering�

�� error detection through consistency analysis ��
for each cluster C� where jCj � �� do

if there is disagreement among the images on recognition result
then

mark the cluster as inconsistent�
end if

end for

�� error correction ��
for each cluster C� which was marked as inconsistent� do

select a decision word for the cluster
using majority voting� dictionary lookup and other criteria�

all images use the decision of the cluster as their recognition result�
end for

Figure �� Outline of the Postprocessing Algorithm

below�

� Majority voting� if there are several images in the cluster and most of them have the same

decision as their OCR result� that decision will become the decision for the cluster 	see

Figure � �	a�

� Dictionary lookup� if two candidates have the same number of votes� the one which is a

valid dictionary entry is preferred	see Figure � �	b�

� Rejection� if all candidates have an equal number of votes and none of them are valid words�

the postprocessing method described here will not select a decision for the cluster	see

Figure � �	c�
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Figure �� Selecting a Decision for a Cluster
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� Preliminary Results

Sixteen document pages were selected as testing samples� Among them� twelve pages are from

two multiple�page journal articles in CEDAR�s journal page database� The remaining four pages

are from UNLV�s DOE image database which is available on the cdrom released by University

of Washington� More details about the testing samples are described in Table �� We list the

number of words for each page� and the number of words which have at least another word

instance in the page� On average� about sixty percent of words in a page are repeated at least

once in some other position�

ID TYPE NUM OF WORDS NUM OF NOTES
REPEATED WORDS

A Text �

 ��� A�A� are from
A
 Text 	 ��� a �ve�page journal
A� Text ��� ��� article AA��
��

A� Text 
�� ��� in CEDAR�s database
A� Text ��� ���
D Text ��� �� D�D� are from
D
 Text ��	 
� a seven�page journal
D� Text �	� ��� articles DK����	
D� Text ��� �
 in CEDAR�s database
D� Text ��� 
��
D� Text ��� ���
D� Text �
 ��

N Reference ��� ��� N�

BIN in UW�s CDROM
N
 Text �Reference ��� ��� N���BIN in UW�s CDROM
N� Text ��� �� N��MBIN in UW�s CDROM
N� Text ��
 ��� N��FBIN in UW�s CDROM
Total 
��� ����

Table �� Information about Sixteen Testing Document Pages

Noise was added to the original images to simulate the e�ect of a multiple generation photo�

copy� We used the University of Washington document degradation model 	DDM 	
��� to add

two di�erent levels of local noise� which are denoted as dd� and dd�� The parameter settings for
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dd� are 	���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� �� the parameter settings for dd� are 	���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��

The image generated using dd� is more noisy than dd�� Figure � shows the e�ect of dd� and

dd� on a fragment of an example page�

(a). Original Image

(b). DDM = dd1

(c). DDM = dd2

Figure �� Image Degradation

Caere�s AllFont OCR package was used to compute OCR results and the coordinates of

bounding�boxes for the word images in each document� The coordinates of word bounding�boxes

were used in our program for word image clustering� The truth data of the testing samples were

generated based on the OCR output on the original images because the Caere OCR performance
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on those high quality pages was very good 	on average� word recognition accuracy is ����� and

����� according to whether or not the dictionary is used�

For degraded images generated by dd� and dd�� the OCR performance dropped signif�

icantly in two respects� word segmentation accuracy and word recognition correct rate� For

pages with noise at the dd� level� if the OCR�s dictionary is turned o�� the word recognition

correct rate is ������� If the dictionary is used� the word recognition correct rate is �������

For pages with noise at the dd� level� the word recognition correct rate is ������ when the

dictionary is disabled and ������ when it is used�

Word image clustering was performed using the coordinates of the word bounding boxes

provided by the OCR package� After clustering� all large clusters� which contain two or more

images� were located� The threshold r� was set uniformly as ����� About half the word images

in a typical page are included in the clusters�

The three di�erent postprocessing strategies were used to select a decision for each large

cluster� They are� 	�� majority vote� 	�� majority voting plus dictionary lookup� and 	��

majority voting plus dictionary lookup with the option of rejection� The dictionary used here

is the word list collected from the Brown Corpus and the Penn Treebank� There are more than

������ words in the list� The best improvement was made by the third strategy�

Tables � and � show the performance on the words in large clusters� On this subset of

word images� the improvement of the proposed postprocessing algorithm was signi�cant� For

the OCR results on pages with noise at the dd� level and without using the dictionary� the
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third postprocessing strategy improved the correct rate to ������ from the original �������

For the OCR results on pages with noise at dd� level and with using the dictionary� the third

postprocessing strategy improved the correct rate to ������ from original ������� For the OCR

results on pages with noise at dd� level and without using dictionary� the third postprocessing

strategy improved the correct rate to ������ from original ������� For the OCR results on

pages with noise at dd� level and with using the dictionary� the third postprocessing strategy

improved the correct rate to ������ from original �������
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OCR POSTPROCESSING
ID OPT ACCURACY M M�D M�D�R
A ND �	��	����	��
�� ������������
�� ���������	��
�� 	�����������	��

WD �����������
�� 	�����������
�� 	������	��
�� 	��������������
A
 ND �������������� 	�������	����� 	
������		����� 	��
����������

WD ����
��������� 	��
����������� 	��	����������� 	��
����	�����
A� ND ������
������� �������
������ �������
������� ������
����
��

WD �������
	
����� �
�
	��
������� �������
	
����� �������
	����	�
A� ND ��������������� ���������
����� ������������ ���
��������
�

WD ���
����
������ ���������	����� ��������������� ���	����������
A� ND �������
������� ����	��
������� ���
���
	������ �	����
	�����

WD �������������� ���	��������� ���	����
������ ��������
������
D ND 	����������� 	�������	���� 	������������ 	������������

WD 	����������� 	������������ 	������������ 	������������
D
 ND ����������	�� 	���������	�� 	�������	�	�� 	����������	�

WD 	�������	�	�� 	�������	�	�� 	�������	�	�� 	���	�����	��
D� ND 	���	��������� 	
�
	���������� 	������������� 	�������������

WD 	��
���������� 	��
���������� 	��
���������� 	������������
�
D� ND �������		���	� 	����������	� 	������������	� 	������������	�

WD 	��������	���	� 	��	����	���	� 	���
�������	� 	���	����������
D� ND 	������
�	�
��� 	������
��
��� 	���	��

�
��� 	������

��

��

WD 	���	��

��
��� 	��	���

��
��� 	��	���

��
��� 	��	���

��
���
D� ND �
����

�
�	� �������
�	�
�	� 	������
���
�	� 	��
���
���
�
�

WD �	��	��
��
�	� 	
�����
�	�
�	� 	
�����
�	�
�	� 	������
���
���
D� ND �
�
���
����� 	���
����	���� 	���	��������� 	���
����������

WD 	
������������ 	������	
���� 	��	����	����� 	�������	����	�
N ND ���	�����
��	�� ���		�������	�� ���
��������	�� ���������������

WD �
��	������	�� ���	��������	�� ���
���		��	�� ��������������
N
 ND �	����������� ��������	���� �	������������ 	
�	����	���
��

WD ����	��������� 	���
��������� 	������������� 	
�����������
N� ND �������
	��	�� ����������	�� ����	�������	�� �	�	����������

WD �����������	�� �����������	�� �����������	�� �	��	��������
�
N� ND ��������		���� ��������
	���� ������������� 	
������������

WD ������������� �������������� �	����������� 	
�������������
Total ND ���������
����	�� ����
���������	�� �������������	�� 	��
���	��������

WD ��������	�����	
� ���	��������	
� 	��

���
����	
� 	
�����������
ND� without using dictionary WN� using dictionary
M� Majority Voting D� Dictionary Lookup R� Rejection

Table �� Postprocessing Results on Words from Large Clusters	DDM � dd�
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OCR POSTPROCESSING
ID OPT ACCURACY M M�D M�D�R
A ND �������
�����	� ��������
���	� �������������	� 	�����������	�

WD �������
	����� ���	����������� �	������������� 	���
���������
A
 ND ���������	����� ���	����������� ��������	������ 	������������

WD ��������
����� ����
����	����� 	������
������ 	���	���
������
A� ND ������
�	����� �����
������� �
�����
�	����� �������
������

WD ���
��
������� ���	���
������� �������
	������ 	��
���
����	�
A� ND �	��
��������	� ��������
����	� ���������	���	� ���������	�����

WD �	�����������	� ����	���	���	� ���������
���	� 	�������
��
��
A� ND ���
���
�	����� ����
��
�	����� �������
������� ���

��
�����	�

WD ����
��
�	���� �������
	������ ���
����������� ����
����������
D ND ������������ 	������������ 	������������ 	������������

WD 	������������ 	������������ 	������������ 	������������
D
 ND �	������
�	� ��������	�	� 	��
������	� 	����������	�

WD �	�������	� 	���
���	�	� 	��������	� 	�����������
D� ND ��������

����� 	
����������� 	���	���������� 	��������������

WD 	�������������� 	�������������� 	�������������� 	���	����������
D� ND �
��	���������� ��������
������ 	��������
����� 	�������	�����

WD ��������
������ 	���
���������� 	�������������� 	������������
�
D� ND ���������

�� �	�����
��

�� 	������
�	�

�� 	������
�	�
��

WD 	������
�	�

�� 	������
��

�� 	���
��
��

�� 	��
���
��


�
D� ND �
������	�
�� �������
�
�� �
�
	��

��
�� �	�����

��
�	�

WD �
������	�
�� �������
�
�� �
�
	��

��
�� �	�����

��
�	�
D� ND ����
���������� �������������� �	�	
���������� 	��

����������

WD ��������������� 	��	���������� 	��
	���������� 	��	�����
��	��
N ND �����
������� �������������� ���	
���������� �������	�����

WD �������
������� �������������� ���	
���������� �������	�����
N
 ND �	��	���������� �������������� ����	���������� 	��������	�����

WD �������������� ���������	����� ��������������� 	
�������������
N� ND �������
������� ����	��
������ ��������������� 	�����
�����

WD �������
������� ����
��
		����� ��������������� ����
��
	������
N� ND ���

������	� ������������	� ����	���	���	� 	�������������

WD �����������	�� �����������	�� ���	�������	�� 	��������������
Total ND �	�������	
����	� �	�	����
�	����	� ����	�����
����	� 	�
��������		��

WD �	�
����
	������ ���	������	������ ���������

������ 	
�
���������

��
ND� without using dictionary WD� using dictionary
M� Majority Voting D� Dictionary Lookup R� Rejection

Table �� Postprocessing Results on Words from Large Clusters	DDM � dd�
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� Error Analysis and Future Improvements

The potential improvement in performance possible with further re�nements of the algorithm

presented in this paper are illustrated by an analysis of the errors made when page A� with

dd� noise was processed� Out of the ��� words in large clusters� �� were recognized incorrectly

and �� were rejected when the M�D�R postprocessing method was used� Figure � shows the

contents of the clusters calculated from document A� that were incorrectly recognized� The

decision made by the OCR package� the output of the postprocessing algorithm� and the truth

value for each word are given� The decision made by the postprocessing algorithm for each

cluster is shown after the identi�er for the cluster�

Cluster �� shows that the �rst character �A� was correctly recognized in three out of the

six words in the cluster and the last four characters �ica�s� were correctly recognized in four out

of six cases� If the locations of the character segmentation points were available in those word

images� the portion of the words between the �A� and the �ica�s� could be further inspected and

compared to portions of words that were successfully recognized in other words to derive the

decision that the missing characters are the ligature �fr�� Such a divide�and�conquer strategy

may also be applicable to clusters ��� ��� ��� and ���

Another subset of the errors are attributable to proper nouns that are not in the dictionary�

In clusters ��� ��� ��� and ��� the correct choice was among the decisions in the cluster� It was

just not chosen by the postprocessing algorithm� This could be solved by including more proper

nouns in the dictionary or perhaps detecting proper nouns a�priori 	
�� and recognizing them

��



with a specialized form of divide�and�conquer� Cluster �� would be best solved by the second

form of this strategy�

The remainder of the errors illustrate the need for improving the rejection strategy or that

some errors are probably non�recoverable� Cluster �� contains three di�erent legal dictionary

words� In this case all three words should be rejected� Clusters �� and �� contain alternative

decisions that are legal dictionary words� The best way to solve these choices is probably

to employ a di�erent form of postprocessing such as word transition probabilities 	
��� 
�� or

parsing 	
���

Thus� there is the potential with further development of the algorithm proposed in this

paper to correct all but four of the errors� This would yield a ��� correct rate with no errors

if the divide�and�conquer strategy always made the correct decision�
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CLUSTER �� ��� DECISION� cats

WImg����� OCR� Afinica�s CORRECTION� cats TRUTH� Africa�s

WImg����� Ahica�s cats Africa�s

WImg���	
 f��ca�s cats Africa�s

WImg��	
 kica�s cats Africa�s

WImg��� A�ica�s cats Africa�s

WImg���� cats cats Africa�s

CLUSTER � ��� DECISION� tune

WImg����
 tune tune time�

WImg����� tine tune time

WImg��	� tirrxe tune time

CLUSTER � ��� DECISION� hats

WImg��	�� has hats has

WImg����� bus hats has

WImg���
� hats hats has

CLUSTER �� ��� DECISION� Rejected

WImg��	�� Brazzaville Rejected Brazzaville

WImg��
� �razzaville Rejected Brazzaville

WImg����� Brazzavdle Rejected Brazzaville

CLUSTER � ��� DECISION� Pi

WImg����	 Pik Pi Pik

WImg����� Pi Pi Pik

WImg��� � Pi Pik

CLUSTER �� ��� DECISION� Rejected

WImg��
�� �Mica� Rejected Africa�

WImg����� Airica� Rejected Africa�

WImg����� Afros� Rejected Africa�

CLUSTER �	 ��� DECISION� notary

Wimg����� Sitars notary military

Wimg����� notary notary military

Wimg����� rniEtary notary military

CLUSTER �� ��� DECISION� Rejected

WImg���� Mmst�er Rejected Minister

WImg����� Mmster Rejected Minister

WImg���	� Moister Rejected Minister

CLUSTER �
 ��� DECISION� Rejected

WImg����� Boeta Rejected Botha

WImg��
�
 Boffia Rejected Botha

CLUSTER �� ��� DECISION� Man

WImg���
� Man Man Van

WImg����� Van Man Van

CLUSTER �� ��� DECISION� Rejected

WImg���
� Heerden� Rejected Heerden�

WImg����
 HeerdenF Rejected Heerden�

CLUSTER �� ��� DECISION� agam

WImg��	�� agam agam again

WImg���� agam agam again

CLUSTER 	� ��� DECISION� economy

WImg��	�� economy economy economic

WImg���
� egonomic economy economic

CLUSTER �� ��� DECISION� Rejected

WImg���
� Abican Rejected African

WImg����� A�ican Rejected African

Figure �� Examples of Postprocessing Errors from Page A� with DD� and WD
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� Conclusions and Future Directions

A new OCR postprocessing method based on word image equivalence was proposed� The

method combines information about which word images are equivalent with the recognition

results calculated on those words by a commercial OCR package� The result is an algorithm

that corrects errors made when di�erent instances of the same word are assigned di�erent

identities by an OCR�

Experiments on �� degraded document pages 	with over ������ words in total show that

on a large portion of the word images 	more than half the words in the pages� the method

improved the word recognition accuracy from ��� to ���� By analyzing the errors on one

page� it was found that there is still room to further improve the performance of the proposed

approach� With further re�nements� the proposed algorithm could have an accuracy as high as

��� correct if the errors made on the selected page are representative of the errors in general�

The method works only for a portion of the words in a document page� But the approach

can be extended to the more general situation� Word image equivalence is only one of several

visual inter�word relations that we have observed 	
��� The other types of relations concern

partial similarity� For example� one word image can be a subpattern of another word image� or

two word images can match very well on their left parts� and so on� The coverage of relations

based on visual partial similarity is much larger than that of relations based on visual word

equivalence� Future work will be directed toward exploring the use of partial relations further�

��
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